The core idea of availability-based routing consists of exploiting the availability as a link-state metric: this kind of approach has received attention by virtue of the ability to avoid excessively unavailable paths. A recent availabilitybased heuristic design technique for reliable optical transport networks [IEEE Sel. Areas Commun. 23, 1520] showed that the availability metric returns results in line with the traditional length or hop metric, due to the close relationship between availability and length of the link. We break the direct relationship between length and availability by considering a highly available backbone next to a less reliable peripheral section of the network. Under this availability-unbalanced scenario, we analyze the trade-offs between capacity and availability: pros and cons of the availability metric emerge much more clearly. Performance of an availability-based metric is shown and discussed applying dedicated path protection. In addition we provide, for the first time to our knowledge, analytical proof of the optimality (under certain hypothesis) of the proposed maximal availability routing approach for dedicated path protection.
Introduction
Network reliability and protection are among the most important issues concerning the optical transport network (OTN). Interruption of a high-speed optical connection even for a short period (e.g., a second) could cause the loss of a huge quantity of data (e.g., 5 Gbytes for a 40 Gbit/ s wavelength channel). Being an OTN system composed of reparable subsystems, quality is usually measured in terms of connection availability ͑A͒, a measure of outage time. Specific studies on the availability in optical networks have appeared in recent years. Many authors have proposed ad hoc reliability parameters [2] [3] [4] [5] to be employed in networking problems; specific methods to evaluate availability of circuits or equipment in optical transport networks can be found in Refs. [6, 7] .
Even if optical transmission systems and OTN switching nodes have reached a high, or at least acceptable, technological quality, trying to satisfy customers' requirements by relying only upon this aspect would be expensive for the operator. In the context of OTN, availability requirements are currently met by adopting optical protection techniques: design schemes for the various protection techniques can be found in the literature [8] .
Obviously, protection requires available network resources and thus an extra cost (especially in terms of capacity) for the operator. The trade-off between availability and capacity required by the various protection techniques has been the object of various studies: in Refs. [9] [10] [11] this trade-off is analyzed for a large set of protection strategies. A protection technique typically requires a link-disjoint primary and backup path pair to survive from a single failure scenario. This basically allows us to achieve a square-rooting effect on availability by doubling the amount of necessary capacity in the network, even if some savings of network resources can be achieved by proper schemes for spare capacity sharing.
In this paper we move the capacity versus availability analysis to a different topic. In fact, in the context of a predetermined protection strategy, the availability of a protected connection can be further optimized. For example, considering a network in which some links are much less available than others, then, if both the primary and the backup path traverse very unavailable links, also the whole protected path availability results are significantly lowered. To avoid this situation, especially for connec-tions subjected to strict availability constraints, it may be safer to apply a routing strategy based on a metric that is aware of the availability characteristics of the network. Recent publications on this topic [12] [13] [14] testify that availability-based routing is currently raising interest.
In Ref. [1] we have proposed an availability-based design procedure for OTN. In particular, we have shown that resorting to an availability-based metric in the OTN design can help reduce the occurrence of very unavailable optical paths, while keeping substantially unchanged the overall network cost. But this results in a very small variation of the average connection availability, which comes in strict association with the path length. In other words, availability-based routing just cuts the tail of connection availability distribution, avoiding the most unreliable routings.
In the present work we investigate the trade-off between availability and capacity when availability-based routing is considered. In fact, when applying availabilitybased routing, a natural question is the following: "How much does the achievement of a maximal available routing affect the capacity requirements of the network?" In order to effectively answer this question, we break the usual relation between length and availability. We consider a highly available backbone supporting less reliable peripheral sections of the network. This hypothesis is not far from reality and can be motivated under different aspects. In a geographical network, some sections may have different availability levels due to, e.g., their geographical position, which protects them from external failure causes (earthquakes, flooding, or other catastrophic natural events) or because the infrastructure along which fibers are deployed (e.g., pipeline, railways, or highways) may guarantee different availability targets. On the other hand, the network operator itself can choose to provide a subset of the network by more reliable equipment to safeguard data transmission on a given backbone along the network. In this availability-unbalanced scenario, the peculiarities of the availability metric emerge much more clearly.
In our analysis we decided to exploit dedicated path protection (DPP) [8] , a protection technique able to provide a higher level of availability with respect to other techniques, enabling sharing of backup resources. Moreover, DPP allows us to isolate the effect of availability-based routing on capacity requirements, e.g., using shared protection, the sharing of spare resources partially masks this effect, making results more difficult to render.
As a design procedure, we exploit the heuristic optimization for a static OTN [1] . We start from a known set of optical connection requests and from a green-field physical installation. In a first phase, we route each connection maximizing its availability (in the appendix we prove that our algorithm maximizing availability of a DPP connection is able to reach the actual optimum in almost all the cases). The aim of this first step is to evaluate the cost of the network when only the availability maximization of connections is taken into account. In the second design phase, we relax the requirements on the availability of each connection in order to decrease the necessary network capacity to better investigate the availability versus capacity trade-off. Results are then compared with the classical "length" and "hop" design procedure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic elements of availability theory, useful to the subsequent analysis, are briefly reviewed. In Section 3, we illustrate the algorithms used by our optimization procedure for dedicated protection. In Section 4, examples of network planning are shown, and the results obtained are compared and discussed. Finally, in the appendix, we prove that the proposed routing approach for dedicated path protection minimizes the unavailability of the protected connection under certain hypotheses.
Availability Analysis
Availability (A) of an object is the probability of the object to carry out a required task under given operative conditions in a given instant of time. We also introduce, for sake of presentation, the unavailability U =1−A.
Reliability theory [15] gives the instruments to calculate the availability of a complex system. In our case, the system to be characterized is the optical connection, which comprises as functional blocks the WDM channels and the nodes on which the optical connection is routed. In this work we have considered ideal OTN nodes, i.e., those perfectly reliable and immune from any kind of failure. This assumption is not far from reality, according to Ref. [3] . However, the inclusion of node availability on our model is also possible. All the following formulas are based on a series-parallel structure to evaluate the optical connection availability, which can be upgraded to include the node availability, just by adding a link to represent the node unavailability, and the whole algorithmic framework of our approach is not touched. This simple modification works under the assumption of node-disjoint routing; in the case of linkdisjoint routing, a more complex definition of the series-parallel structure would be needed. In our model only wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) channels are taken into account. A WDM channel is part of an OTN link, composed of the fiber cable installed between two adjacent nodes and equipped by a set of line devices (e.g., optical amplifiers).
To evaluate the WDM channel availability from component availability parameters, we employed the reference model described in Ref. [1] . The great majority of OTN switching nodes installed and operating today are actually electronic nodes. This implies that all the nodes are capable of performing wavelength conversion on all the transit optical connections. Under the electric-node assumption, the WDM channel is modeled only as a series of optical components.
By comparing operators' requirements and vendors' specifications (by the help of Pirelli Submarine Telecom Systems and Telecom Italia Labs) we identified a set of availability values, applicable to the components of WDM channels belonging to a terrestrial or a submarine link. Data are reported and discussed in Ref. [1] . Recently, an exhaustive overview of availability values for optical network equipment has been published in Ref. [10] .
Once we have evaluated the availability of each WDM channel, the next step consists of evaluating the availability level of a protected connection. Figure 1 shows the scheme of an optical connection protected by DPP. The working and protection paths are represented by displaying the set of WDM channels on which they are routed. Given that nodes have been assumed ideal, the basic condition of end-to-end protection is that working and protection lightpaths (the w/p pair) are being routed along link-disjoint routes. Since for realistic systems, A i Ϸ 1, the following useful approximate equation will then be employed to evaluate lightpath unavailability [4] :
where i indicates the ith of the n WDM channels composing the working lightpath. Similar equations apply to U p . An alternative approach consists of computing the logarithm of the link availabilities to turn the products into summations [13] . The total availability of the DPP connection c is obtained by considering the parallel of working and protection lightpaths [3] according to the simple equation U c = U w ϫ U p .
Design and Optimization Procedure
Let us now describe the availability-based design method. As we have stated in Section 1, we introduce the parameter A as a new link-state parameter for routing, replacing the traditional length or hop metric. Then network optimization is carried out in two phases according to two different cost functions: connection availability and fiber number. The first phase is called the maximum-connection-availability design (MCAD). It solves the problem of maximizing the availability of protected connection, during the allocation of resources to each of the demanded connections in an unconstrained-capacity network. The second phase is named availability-constrained physical-resources optimization (ACPRO) and is aimed at minimizing the physical resources needed to support the given static traffic. 
3.A. MCAD
MCAD is solved with a heuristic technique by allocating resources for all the connection requests in sequence. We start from an empty network with an oversized number of fibers on all the links, so that the amount of physical resources is never a constraint. Allocating resources to a protected connection is equivalent to solving routing and fiber and wavelength assignment (RFWA) for its working and protection path (under the link-disjoint constraint).
We propose an algorithm to route each dedicated-path-protected connection minimizing its unavailability. We know that the unavailability of a DPP connection is U c = U w ϫ U p , where U w = ͚ iw U w i ͑U p = ͚ ip U p i ͒ is the sum of the unavailability values along the working (protection) path. Such a connection could be found by nonlinear programming, with a high computational complexity. We have proposed instead the following heuristic method [1] . Two well-known algorithms are able find DPP connections that minimize objective functions other than the maximal availability. The "onestep" (or Bhandari [16] ) finds the link-disjoint pair of paths having the minimum total weight (i.e., min͕U w + U p ͖); the "two-step" (or repeated Dijkstra) assigns as working the least-unavailability path ͑min͕U w ͖͒ and as protection the second link-disjoint least-unavailability path ͑min͕U p ͉ U p പ U w = ͖͒. Our method simply applies both the algorithms for each connection and keeps the solution found that returns the lowest unavailability. Even if neither of the two algorithms actually minimizes U c , it can be proven (see appendix) that, when the two solutions are identical, they also coincide with the actual optimum.
So, for each of the routed connections, MCAD is able to provide a guarantee of the achievement of the optimal values; we consider this feature a significant added value of the proposed method compared to other availability-based approaches. Furthermore, in all the set of experiments shown in Section 4, MCAD returns the optimal routing for at least 242 out of the 250 connections offered to the networks. This assumption is not far from reality, according to Ref. [3] . It is worth noting that the equivalence of routing obtained by one-and two-step algorithms is a sufficient condition for the optimality of the result, not a necessary condition: this implies that also the connections which do not satisfy the above-mentioned condition may be optimal solutions.
In conclusion, we have reduced a nonlinear optimization problem (the minimization of the product U c = U w ϫ U p ) to the cascade of two linear optimization problems (the minimization of sums U w and U w + U p ), obtaining very satisfactory results.
3.B. ACPRO
MCAD is "greedy" under the fiber occupation point of view. After the MCAD phase, empty fibers are removed from the network. ACPRO gives the possibility of further decreasing the number of installed fibers while keeping connection availability under control.
A margin M is fixed as an input to ACPRO: the optimization procedures guarantees that the final unavailability of each connection is less than M times the unavailability reached for that connection after MCAD. The second input to ACPRO is the network with all the connections allocated as resulting from MCAD. The optimization procedure is displayed in the flow chart of Fig. 2 . The following symbols are used in the chart:
• J is a counter from 0 to W − 1, where W is the number of wavelengths per fiber.
• a J fiber is a fiber having J WDM channels allocated.
• f is the index denoting the currently processed fiber.
• X͑f͒ is the set of connections that cross fiber f;
• ⍀͓X͑f͔͒ denotes a particular RFWA solution for all the connections of X͑f͒;
• U͕⍀͓X͑f͔͖͒ is the set of unavailability values of all the connections of X͑f͒ routed according to ⍀͓X͑f͔͒.
ACPRO starts by removing all the already-empty fibers (i.e., J fibers with J =0). J is incremented, and the first J fiber with the new value J is detected. Let us indicate such a fiber by the index f. A reallocation routine is then performed on fiber f: the current RFWA solution ⍀͓X͑f͔͒ of the connections of the set X͑f͒ is stored, together with their unavailability values U 1 = U͕⍀͓X͑f͔͖͒; X͑f͒ are deallocated (the resources that their w/p pairs were occupying are freed), and they are rerouted after having disabled f. If rerouting is not possible for all the deallocated w/p pairs due to lack of free resources, then f is put in place again, and the old network state ⍀͓X͑f͔͒ is restored. If an alternative RFWA ⍀ * ͓X͑f͔͒ exists [all the connections of X͑f͒ can be rerouted], the corresponding set of unavailability values U 2 = U͕⍀ * ͓X͑f͔͖͒ is computed and compared to M · U 1 . The new solution is accepted and f is permanently removed only if the unavailability of any connection has not increased by more than a factor M; otherwise, f and the old ⍀͓X͑f͔͒ are restored. Once the deallocation routine is concluded on f, the next J fiber is detected, and it undergoes the deallocation routine. The process is repeated until all the J fibers have been probed. Then J is incremented and the entire cycle repeated until J = W − 1. At the end, all the partially used fibers have been probed at least once.
Case-Study Analysis
The design procedure explained in the previous sections has been applied to realistic case-study networks. Most of the design experiments concern a realistic network connecting the major cities of Italy (Fig. 3) . We have conventionally named it ITNet. It comprises 32 nodes and 72 links, 10 of which are submarine systems. The network is equipped by fibers carrying 8 channels each. The set of connection requests has been built with the help of Telecom Italia Lab according to realistic traffic measurements. It comprises 250 unidirectional asymmetric optical connection requests. The availability value of the links (according to realistic equipment availability values in Ref. [1] ) varies in a small range: from 6.3ϫ 10 −5 for MIT-PIA link to 2.8ϫ 10 −4 for the submarine VEN-BAR link, returning a maximal ratio of about 4.5.
In order to break the relationship between metric A and the traditional metric length (L) and hop (H), we have identified in the network a backbone composed of high availability links (see Fig. 3 ). We define a new parameter K, which assumes values equal to 1,5,10,20: for K =5,10,20 we degrade (by a factor K) the unavailability of nonbackbone links. Using these values for K, the maximal ratio between the more and the less available link increases to 4.5ϫ 20= 90. The reason for the choice of these values for K is apparent in the following. In fact, the difference in number of fibers between the K = 10 and the K = 20 case is very small, meaning that K = 20 already represents a saturation value for the rerouting of paths.
The following output performance parameters have been measured:
• connection unavailability U;
• total number of fibers F;
• total number of WDM channels C;
• satisfaction of five-nines threshold. The network has been initially dimensioned by performing the MCAD. Then the ACPRO has been run three times (separately), adopting the following values for the margin M: M = 1 (unchanged unavailability compared to MCAD), and M = 10 and M = 100. The last two values will allow the ACPRO algorithm to increase the connection unavailability of one or two orders of magnitude, respectively. In the following, ACPRO with M = 1, 10, 100 will be compared with two baseline optimization approaches [17] , based on L and metric H, respectively. Results for MCAD are omitted, because MCAD and ACPRO with M = 1 are extremely close, since only a connection whose availability remains constant can be rerouted in the optimization phase.
4.A. Availability of Optical Circuits
We compare the availability performance provided by the A, H, and L approaches. First, we focus our attention on the average connection availability provided by the different approaches. Second, we show and discuss the cumulative distributions of the connection availability.
In Fig. 4 we report the average connection availability provided by the different approaches. For K = 1 the average U value is very close for all five alternative methods. The gap between A metrics (for M = 1,10,100) and H and L increases significantly when K increases: H returns the worse performances, although its behavior is very close to metric L. Metric A with M = 1 returns the best performances. It is very impor- tant to follow the trend of metric A with M = 10 and 100. The relaxation of the availability constraint does not affect U: curves for M = 10 and 100 are very close to the curve associated with M = 1. Furthermore, curves for M = 10 and M = 100 are almost overlapped; it is not necessary to expand beyond a given threshold (M = 10, in this case) the availability margin to keep average availability close to the optimal one.
In Table 1 , we report the values ⌬ 1−x = U k=x − U k=1 ր U k=1 , which express the ratio between the average Ū in the K = x and K = 1 cases; ⌬ 1−5 becomes larger for increasing value of K. Making availability of links more unbalanced in the networks highlights the capacity of metric A to keep control of the availability of the connections, e.g., obtaining a ratio ⌬ 1−20 of the order of 50 instead of 200.
The mean of the connection unavailability returns an incomplete statistical description of unavailability behavior, so we focus on the cumulative distribution of the connection unavailability for A and L metrics. In each graph, on the xaxis we read the unavailability in logarithmic scale, and on the y axis is the percentage of paths having an unavailability smaller that the respective value on x axis.
In Fig. 5(a) , relative to the metric A, we can observe the following: • About 20% of connections has U Ͻ 10 −7 , even for high values K.
• Considering 50% of the connections, the three curves follow different trends, and the unavailability is Ͻ10 −6.8 ͑K =5͒, Ͻ10 −6.5 ͑K =10͒, and Ͻ10 −6 ͑K =20͒.
• If we take into account 100% of the paths, then the distances among the curves increase. The maximal unavailabilities are given by U =10 −6.7 ,10 −5.4 ,10 (respectively, for K =1,5,10,20). In Fig. 5(b) , relative to the metric L, the unavailability gets worse even considering only the 20% most available paths, and this trend is confirmed also for larger percentages of paths. So, comparing the two graphs, we can see that the curves for K = 1 are almost identical, due to the proportionality between unavailability and length, while for increasing values of K, the two metrics are proportional no more, and A outperforms L on availability provided to optical paths: in particular, curves for metric L are moved right and show a steeper trend (unavailability increases faster).
4.B. Number of Fibers
In this subsection we focus on the capacity requirements, expressly, the number of fibers required by the different approaches. In Fig. 6 we have drawn the total fiber number F as a function of the parameter K for the various metrics. Clearly F is represented by a constant line for H and L metrics, which are independent of the link availability and are not related to the factor K. The curves for A with M = 10 and M = 100 are almost overlapped except for K = 20: obviously, for high values of K, a margin of two orders of magnitude ͑M = 100͒ allows for a larger set of connections to be rerouted than M = 10.
On the other hand, the advantageous performance of metric A on connection availability also implies a consistent increase of the number of fibers required by metric A. Passing from K =1 to K = 5, F increases by about 60 fibers (from 222 to 280 and from 196 to 261 for M = 1 and M = 10, respectively). The reason of this steep increase is the introduction of a highly available backbone, where a large part of the offered traffic tends to concentrate. On the contrary, the difference between K = 10 and K = 20 is very small. The initial increase in backbone availability has already pushed the traffic on the backbone, so enlarging the availability gap between backbone and peripheral section has no further effect.
As far as the metric A in design is concerned, it is worth noting the following:
• For K = 1 a small relaxation of the margin M allows metric A to be comparable on capacity requirements with metric H and even more efficient than metric L. This is because metric A includes a hop and a length contribution, and consequently its performance stays in the middle between H and L.
• For K Ն 5, the "cost" of availability maximization is about 70 fibers out of 190, which represents a heavy, almost 40%, increment. So, in an availability unbalanced network, care must be taken when high availability levels for optical circuits are pursued, in order to avoid a substantial increase of the required capacity. • Allowing a margin M = 10 on availability requirements is still very important also in a nonhomogeneous network. The saving in number of fibers, which was 26 fibers for K = 1, is remarkable also for K = 5, 10, 20 (21, 32, and 29 fibers, respectively).
4.C. Five-Nines Availability
Five-nines availability is the usual objective for a network operator in order to ensure services to be up during 99.999% of the time (i.e., 5.39 minutes of total downtime in a year). In Fig. 7 we have plotted the percentage of connections that satisfy the fivenines constraint in our experiments. We can draw some conclusions:
• The availability metric outperforms L and H, especially for high values of K.
• For K Յ 10, all the metrics respect the enforced condition (250 out of 250 connections).
• H and L worsen their performance significantly for increasing K and, in particular, L becomes the less efficient metric, crossing the H curve;
Another interesting finding is that, in availability unbalanced networks, it is better to minimize the crossed hops (so minimizing the probability to find a very unavailable link) than to minimize path length, which is no more proportional to unavailability.
4.D. GEANT2 Case
The second case-study network, shown in Fig. 8 , is a simplified model derived from the GEANT2 network [18] , the backbone network interconnecting the national research and education networks (NRENs) of the European countries. In this case the maximal ratio between the more and the less available link in the network is a factor of 100 (similar to ITNet for K = 20. In fact, we have applied a different link availability model, in order to validate the conclusions achieved in the ITNet case also under a different scenario. The links are divided into three availability classes:
• :99.999%, the five nines, the standard target for commercial operators;
• :99.97%, the typical requirement of research networks for their leased circuits;
• :99.90%, arbitrarily chosen, refers to particularly unreliable links. [18] , distribution of links among the three classes roughly takes into account length and capacity (the shorter and the thicker links are more available). In Fig. 8 we indicate for each link its availability class (A, B, or C).
I n o u r s i m p l i fi e d m o d e l o f G E A N T 2 , w h i c h h a s b e e n d e fi n e d i n t h e context/framework of the IST project MUPBED
We offered the network two different loads according to realistic measurements today (RM) and forecast of traffic in five years obtained multiplying the RM by a factor 10 (TF) (details on this traffic matrix can be found in Ref. [18] ). Results on average connection availability and number of used wavelength channels are reported in Table  2 . As in the ITNet, the metric A outperforms the H metric. As far as the average unavailability is concerned, paying out a large increase in terms of used wavelength channels. In the RM (TF) case the improvement in average U is about the order of a factor of 4 (2.2), while the increase factor in capacity is 1.66 (1.77). It is apparent that in condition of low traffic loads, as in the RM case, when more alternative routes can be chosen, metric A has a higher chance to find paths with higher availability than metric H.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have discussed the capacity versus availability trade-offs for availability-aware routing. We have referred to a WDM network with dedicated path protection when link availability is not equally distributed in the network.
We have exploited an availability-based heuristic technique to design and optimize an optical transport network according to a given set of static protected connections. We have described a novel heuristic method for the routing of a connection with dedicated path protection with maximal availability. The algorithm reaches the optimal results in almost all the cases, and we have provided, for the first time to our knowledge, an analytical proof that confirms the optimality of this approach under some hypotheses. A second step then allows a decrease of the necessary network capacity, relaxing the constraint on the unavailability of the connections.
We have compared these availability-based approaches with traditional hop or length metric based approaches, and results show the availability-based metric outperforms the hop or length metrics as far as connection availability is concerned. Average unavailability values are two times smaller when backbone links are five times more available than the peripheral links and four times smaller for a backbone twenty times more available. This is paid off by a relevant cost increase in term of capacity that has been quantified on a realistic networks case. We demonstrate that applying a relaxation on unavailability constraint significantly limits the capacity overcost due to the maximization of availability, while negligibly affecting the average connection unavailability.
Appendix A: Maximum Availability Routing with Dedicated Path Protection
In Section 3 we have proposed an algorithm to route a dedicated path protected connection, minimizing its unavailability. We stated that, when a unique solution minimizes both the sum U w + U p and the unavailability U w , then the product U c = U w ϫ U p is minimized. The proof of this statement is a trivial consequence of Theorem 1 below, in which we prove that, given a set of couples of real numbers, if a couple contains the smallest number and the sum of the two numbers of the couple is the minimal sum among all the couples, then also the product of the two numbers is the minimal one among all the couples, 
